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Abstract Volcanic hazard maps inform the public on the nature and extent of the hazards

that threaten them, but these maps are often challenging for those who are not trained in

map use or geology. This study focuses on hazard maps showing lahars—a dangerous, fast,

and far-reaching volcanic hazard that can be avoided through preemptive evacuation or

escaped with sufficient warning and awareness of affected areas. We evaluate the effec-

tiveness of conventional contour lines versus 3D perspective maps for relief representation

and the effectiveness of point markers versus isochrones (lines of equal time delay) for the

visualization of lahar travel time. Four maps, each with a unique combination of these

variables, were tested in a user study at Mount Hood, Oregon, USA. Each participant was

given one of the maps and assigned tasks concerning: (1) terrain interpretation, (2) esti-

mation of lahar travel times, and (3) selection of evacuation routes. Participants were then

shown all four maps and asked to indicate which design they liked best and worst for each

task. Thirty-four pilot surveys and 80 regular surveys were conducted. Participants clearly

preferred the 3D isochrone map the most and the 2D point marker map the least for all

tasks. Participants were better able to interpret terrain on the 3D maps and selected better

evacuation routes on 3D maps. Participants showed similar performance with point

markers and isochrones when reading lahar travel times. These findings suggest that 3D

maps are better suited to communicate volcanic hazards than traditional contour maps.
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1 Introduction

Volcanoes produce a remarkable variety of hazards; some, such as lava flows, are un-

mistakably dangerous but so easily avoided that they rarely cause fatalities (Auker et al.

2013). At the other end of the spectrum, some volcanic gases cause fatalities on a yearly

basis because they are nearly undetectable to human senses (Smets et al. 2010). Between

these extremes are pyroclastic flows and lahars. These high-speed hazards have caused the

most direct fatalities in volcanic eruptions from 1600 to 2010 (Auker et al. 2013), but are

not as widely known as lava flows or ash fall. Pyroclastic flows are hot avalanches of ash

and fragmented lava suspended in gas. They have short ranges of typically less than 12 km,

but their speeds are often in excess of 100 km/h. Lahars, often called mudflows by non-

volcanologists, are dense slurries of water, ash, and debris. They are slightly behind

pyroclastic flows in terms of fatalities from 1600 to 2010 (Auker et al. 2013; Rodolfo

2000). Lahars can travel for hundreds of kilometers at speeds of *60 km/h and contain

enough kinetic energy to carry boulders several meters in diameter (Blong 1984; Baxter

1990). These two hazards have very rapid onset and give very little time for evacuation

(Scott et al. 1997); lahars are especially problematic because they can occur without an

eruption (Rodolfo 2000).

Volcanoes can remain quiet for centuries or millennia between eruptions, and often,

people forget the potential hazard they represent. Pyroclastic flows and lahars in particular

create smoothed slopes or flat valley floors with fertile volcanic soil, which encourages

populations to concentrate in the most vulnerable areas (Blong 1984). Because of the

difficulties in preventing settlement in areas prone to volcanic hazards, volcanologists who

focus on volcanoes as natural hazards have two primary goals: to forecast the timing and

impact of eruptions and to advise vulnerable populations and local governments on the best

response to an eruption (Blong 1984; Newhall and Punongbayan 1996; Marzocchi et al.

2012). In the case of pyroclastic flows and lahars, evacuating the area is usually the only

practical option (Scott et al. 1997).

Newhall and Punongbayan (1996) noted that while government-directed evacuations

drastically reduced the number of lives lost during the eruptions at Mount St. Helens and

Mount Pinatubo, these successes were partly due to chance and favorable timing. Volcano

monitoring agencies have thus made it one of their priorities to educate vulnerable

populations on volcanic hazards and the necessity of evacuating from these hazards

(Driedger and Scott 2008; Pierson et al. 2014). In addition, these agencies teach com-

munities how to recognize increasing volcanic unrest so that, if necessary, they can take

action to protect themselves (Pierson et al. 2014). This approach proved successful in 1994

when Rabaul volcano in Papua New Guinea erupted with only 12 h of precursory activity.

Residents of the area, who had been introduced to volcanic hazards in an outreach program

in the 1980s, recognized the signs of an imminent eruption and self-evacuated. Despite the

very short precursory period and the presence of 45,000 people in the area at risk, only four

fatalities resulted from the eruption (Dent et al. 1994).

Volcanic hazard maps are one of the primary tools volcanologists use to communicate

their findings and raise awareness among local populations. The maps, however, are not

always optimized to serve as public communication tools, leading to confusion or skep-

ticism among their audiences (Newhall 2000; Cronin et al. 2004; Haynes et al. 2007;

Marzocchi et al. 2012). Volcano monitoring agencies thus attempt to supplement hazard

maps with videos of volcanic hazards (Newhall and Punongbayan 1996), outreach pro-

grams (Driedger and Scott 2008), and participatory hazard planning (Cronin et al. 2004).
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Newhall (2000) suggested that, with contemporary advances in GIS technology, future

hazard maps could make use of 3D perspective as an alternative to contour lines on

conventional topographic maps.

Initial studies on the effectiveness of 3D maps generally supported Newhall’s statements,

though the performance of 3D maps relative to 2D maps is highly sensitive to the context in

which they are being used, and 3D maps are not ideally suited to all tasks (Savage et al. 2004;

Petrovič and Mašera 2005; Haynes et al. 2007; Schobesberger and Patterson 2008). In

addition, 3D maps are expensive to make, require specialized training and software, and

present their own cartographic challenges (Schobesberger and Patterson 2008).

Newhall and Punongbayan (1996) pointed out that the abstract depiction of volcanic

hazards on maps, combined with popular misconceptions about the relative dangers of lava

flows and other volcanic hazards, also contributed to the inefficiency of hazard maps as

communication tools. Some recent hazard maps address this concern by displaying the

time required to reach safety, e.g., Wood and Schmidtlein (2013) or the time it would take

for the hazard to reach a particular location, e.g., Scott et al. (1997). These approaches

simplify the hazard information in order to convey what is most important to the user.

Maps that show time to safety highlight what areas are most vulnerable to hazards and the

likelihood of successful evacuations. These maps are of great benefit to civic planners for

creating evacuation plans and education programs and deciding whether and where to build

shelters (Wood and Schmidtlein 2013). Maps that show time to impact show where the

hazard will strike and how long it will take to do so. These maps can convey the nature of

rapidly moving hazards and highlight which areas are priorities for preemptive evacuation

(Pierson 1998; Scott et al. 1997).

If 3D maps are to replace 2D contour line maps for volcanic crisis management, they

must show a significant improvement in their effectiveness over 2D maps to justify their

cost. For volcanic hazard maps, these improvements are measurable by the user’s ability to

read terrain, locate their position, and plan escape routes. The cartographic techniques used

to portray the temporal aspects of volcanic hazards must also be tested to ensure that this

information is conveyed in an unambiguous manner. These are measurable by users’

interpretation of lahar travel time and speed, as well as their choices of evacuation routes.

Here, we present the results from a user study that evaluates the effectiveness of con-

ventional contour lines versus 3D perspective maps for relief representation and the ef-

fectiveness of point markers versus isochrones (lines of equal travel time) for the

visualization of lahar travel time. Lahars are terrain-controlled hazards, and because

evacuees need to know their location to effectively plan an escape route, we revisited

questions on the effect of 2D and 3D maps on the reader’s ability to interpret terrain and

location. We examined whether the use of isochrones rather than point markers for lahar

travel time changes readers’ perceptions of lahar speeds in a hypothetical eruption of

Mount Hood, Oregon. We also evaluated choices of evacuation routes to determine

whether 2D versus 3D maps or point markers versus isochrones affect readers’ response to

lahar hazards.

2 Previous research

Newhall (2000) suggested that although traditional volcanic hazard maps using 2D contour

lines are easy to read for volcanologists, they might be difficult for non-experts to read, and

future map designs should use improvements in GIS technology to incorporate 3D
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perspectives. Newhall (2000) also pointed out that hazard maps should make fewer as-

sumptions about readers’ understanding of geology and volcanic hazards.

2.1 2D versus 3D maps

Most volcanic hazard maps represent landforms with elevation contour lines, which are

challenging to read for those without proper training (Phillips et al. 1975; Collier et al.

2003; Haynes et al. 2007). Several cartographers have tested the readability of 2D contour

line maps against 3D maps in different usage scenarios, focusing on different aspects of

their performance.

Savage et al. (2004) tested a filled grayscale 2D contour line map against a map that was

identical in all respects except for the use of a 3D perspective view. To study the effect of

shape alone, no relief shading was applied to the 3D map. The performance of participants

in this study was either the same on both maps or worse on the 3D map for all tasks

(measuring distance and elevations and determining downhill flow directions). Because

there was no shading in the 3D map, there was no clear distinction between ridge tops and

the features behind them, which may have been the cause behind the 3D map’s poor

performance relative to the 2D map.

Petrovič and Mašera (2005) performed an online user study among experienced map

users, in which a 2D topographic map was compared to three 3D map designs: a topo-

graphic map draped over 3D terrain, a grayscale orthophoto draped over 3D terrain, and a

stylized 3D map using generalized 3D models for structures and forests. Users performed

best with the 2D map when judging distances, relative heights, and orientation. Feature

recognition was best with the stylized 3D map and worst with the draped orthophoto. Users

preferred the 3D topographic map (47.9 %) over the stylized 3D map (34.5 %).

Haynes et al. (2007) tested the relative efficacy of 2D and 3D volcanic hazard maps on

the Caribbean island of Montserrat. Two user groups were interviewed: One group was

given a 2D contour map, and the other group was given a set of 3D maps. Both user groups

were also shown oblique aerial photos after viewing the initial maps. The 3D map con-

sisted of a gray 3D terrain with draped hazard data from the 2D map. Participants using the

3D map performed marginally better at identifying landmarks and noting the relationship

between terrain and hazard areas, but the best performance resulted from the use of the

photographs over either type of map. The better performance may have been due to users’

ability to recognize familiar visual cues on the aerial photos without having to interpret

abstract cartographic symbols.

Schobesberger and Patterson (2008) looked into users’ performance with and preference

for simple 2D versus 3D trailhead maps in Zion National Park, USA. Preference was

equally split. Users of 3D maps did not perform significantly better than users of 2D maps

in interpreting cartographic information. Subjects were better able to locate themselves on

the 3D map than on the 2D map and tended to view the 3D maps for longer periods of time.

User preference between 2D and 3D was equally split, which might be explained by the

similarity of the maps used in this study. Schobesberger and Patterson (2008) also note a

number of disadvantages with 3D perspective maps. Three-dimensional maps are more

costly and time-consuming to produce than 2D maps, do not allow for a constant scale,

complicate the clear portrayal of line features, and are prone to concealment of important

low-lying features by higher features.

Progressive projection, where the focus area in the foreground of a 3D map is viewed at

a steep angle and the background is viewed nearly parallel to the line of sight, offers a

solution to the problem of terrain concealment (Jenny et al. 2010). Progressive projection
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gives a sense of 3D perspective while minimizing the concealment of valleys and canyons

in the area of interest. The minimal tilting of terrain in the foreground also reduces the

influence of variable scale (Seipel 2013).

In summary, the results of Savage et al. (2004) emphasize the importance of shading as

a depth cue in showing landforms. The findings of Haynes et al. (2007) suggest that the

combination of 3D maps with aerial imagery is more effective than the exclusive use of

either design. Schobesberger and Patterson (2008) highlighted the need to solve the

problem of terrain concealment. This can be addressed by applying progressive projection

(Jenny et al. 2010), but retains a horizon as a depth cue.

2.2 Volcanic hazard representation on maps

Cronin et al. (2004) found that communities on Ambae Island, Vanuatu, had difficulty

interpreting existing volcanic hazard maps because they used terminology and classifica-

tions that assumed the readers had a background in volcanology. The maps also included

many technical elements, such as geological data that were not relevant to the purpose of

warning a general audience about hazards.

Montserratian study participants in Haynes et al. (2007) often interpreted red zones on

the experimental hazard maps as lava flow hazards. D’Ercole and Rançon (1994) and

Leone and Lesales (2009) observed a similar misconception about expected hazards on the

island of Martinique. Newhall and Punongbayan (1996) stressed that misconceptions about

volcanic hazards are more problematic than a mere confusion of terminology; those ex-

pecting light ashfall and lava flows will often become skeptical when they hear dire

warnings based on the unfamiliar hazards of pyroclastic flows and lahars. This was well

illustrated at Pinatubo, where abstract descriptions on hazard maps were not sufficient to

convey the threat of these relatively unknown hazards, and it was not until the various

groups of stakeholders were shown video of pyroclastic flows and lahars that they began to

take the threat seriously (Newhall and Punongbayan 1996). The difficulties described by

Haynes et al. (2007), D’Ercole and Rançon (1994), Leone and Lesales (2009), and Newhall

and Punongbayan (1996) in avoiding misconceptions about lethal hazards may not be an

easily solvable problem on a paper map; the mobility and power of pyroclastic flows and

lahars are not clearly evident unless they are seen in motion.

A focus on travel time for volcanic hazards might be a more effective alternative to

attempting to represent the nature of volcanic hazards on maps. At Mount Hood, Oregon,

the greatest threat is lahars, so the current official hazard maps include minimum estimates

of lahar travel time for the largest plausible eruption at the volcano (Scott et al. 1997).

These estimates were determined for discrete points along lahar channels at 30-min in-

tervals. Wood and Schmidtlein (2013) presented another method for portraying temporal

aspects of hazards with the use of isochrones. Their isochrone maps show the time required

to evacuate to high ground in the event of a tsunami.

3 Methods

This study tested user response to two variables with two states: 2D contour versus 3D

perspective base maps and point markers versus isochrones for indicating lahar travel time.

Two base maps were created. The first map uses a 2D orthographic view with elevations

indicated by contour lines, relief shading, and color changes according to elevation, also
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called hypsometric tints (Fig. 1a). The second map uses a 3D view of a terrain draped with

high-resolution orthoimagery (Fig. 1b).

The first method uses markers at discrete points indicating the lahar travel time

(Fig. 1c). This method is also used for the official USGS volcanic hazard map for Mount

Hood (Scott et al. 1997). The 30-min interval in the official map was too large for the map

scale used in this study and was changed to 15 min. The second method uses isochrones,

which can visualize the behavior of a lahar in wide stream channels and river confluences,

which is not possible with point markers (Fig. 1d). To ensure a more continuous repre-

sentation of travel time, the interval between isochrones was set to 5 min. The procedure

for generating the isochrones is described in the next section.

The two base maps were paired with the two hazard representation methods to produce

four test maps. These maps were used to test the following hypotheses:

H1 Users prefer 3D perspective maps over 2D contour maps for terrain representation

and prefer isochrones over point markers for travel time indicators.

H2 Users more accurately judge relative elevation and slope on 3D maps than on 2D

maps.

H3 Users more accurately locate themselves on 3D maps than on 2D maps.

Fig. 1 The two base maps (a conventional 2D, and b 3D perspective) before being paired with the two
lahar representation methods (c point markers, and d isochrones). Only sections of the maps are shown in
this figure
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H4 Users more accurately interpret lahar travel time and speed with isochrone maps than

with point marker maps.

H5 Users choose more successful evacuation routes with 3D maps or isochrones than

with 2D maps or point markers.

3.1 Study area and study maps

Mount Hood is the northernmost of the major Oregonian Cascade peaks and is located

54 km east of Portland metropolitan area’s urban boundary. Its last known eruption oc-

curred about 200 years ago. This eruption consisted of multiple cycles of lava dome

growth and collapse at what is now Crater Rock, just south of the summit. The collapse

events created pyroclastic flows, which in turn triggered lahars. The deposits of these

lahars form the flat floor of the Sandy River Valley (Scott et al. 1997). Future eruptions will

likely repeat this pattern, sending lahars down the Salmon and Sandy River valleys,

eventually reaching the Columbia River near Troutdale (Scott et al. 1997) (Fig. 2). The

communities most likely to be threatened along this path are Government Camp, on the

southern flank of the Mount Hood edifice and within the reach of pyroclastic flows, and

Mount Hood Village, which is a collection of small villages, mostly built on past lahar

deposits, near the confluence of the Sandy, Zigzag, and Salmon Rivers (Scott et al. 1997,

2013).

The three hazard zones delineated in Fig. 2 are taken from the official hazard map (Scott

et al. 1997); these zones are based on probability and level of threat from the volcano. The

proximal zone is defined as the area potentially impacted within 30 min of eruption. The

Fig. 2 Mount Hood, Oregon, with communities and mudflow hazards. Survey sites are shown with black
dots, areas covered by the survey maps with blue and green lines. Volcanic hazard data from Schilling et al.
(2008)
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short delay between onset and arrival of hazards in this zone means that preemptive

evacuation is the only practical means to mitigate their risks (Scott et al. 1997). The maps

created for this study focus on Mount Hood Village, most of which is within the distal

hazard zone lahar channels for a worst-case eruption (Scott et al. 1997).

Fig. 3 Study maps a (2D point markers), b (3D isochrones), c (3D point markers), and d (2D isochrones).
For the survey, maps were printed at 1100 9 1700. Insets show the confluence of the Sandy and Zigzag rivers
at actual print scale
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The hazard maps were created using digital elevation models from the 2013 1/3 arc-

second National Elevation Dataset, combined with orthoimagery from the 2012 National

Agricultural Imagery Program (NAIP) dataset, and road networks from OpenStreetMap

(obtained March 17, 2014 via Geofabrik). Digital volcanic hazard data for Mount Hood

were obtained from Schilling et al. (2008).

Fig. 3 continued
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The current official hazard maps for Mount Hood (Scott et al. 1997) include lahar travel

times at discrete points, which were estimated using the model described by Pierson

(1998). Unlike numerical models such as LAHARZ (Schilling 1998) or TITAN2D (Patra

et al. 2005), this model is an empirical approach based on observations of lahar travel time

at volcanoes similar to those of the Cascades. Pierson found that for a given initial dis-

charge rate, the travel time of a lahar can be plotted against the distance travelled as a

quadratic curve. For the maps in our study, Pierson’s model was modified to use a distance-

from-source raster as an input. This produced a continuous raster of lahar travel time in

minutes. This raster was then converted to a modulo value and curved to create the

isochrones. Point markers were obtained simply by manually placing points over the

isochrones. The procedure for generating the lahar travel time raster is described in more

detail by Preppernau and Jenny (in press).

While the workflow for creating the 2D maps was based on standard GIS and graphics

editing software, the creation of the 3D maps involved a 3D modeling and animation

package called Cinema 4D. This software is designed for artists and contains a number of

advanced rendering and shading options. Its scripting languages allowed the creation of a

multi-resolution terrain and image tiling system within the software. This system auto-

mated the process of scaling and positioning terrain tiles, as well as loading elevation and

imagery data ([Anonymized for review], submitted).

The terrain tiles, roads, and rivers were deformed so that Mount Hood Village was in the

foreground at a steep viewing angle and Mount Hood occupied a prominent position on the

horizon, with no tile edges showing and as little canvas space wasted as possible.

[Anonymized for review] (submitted) document design considerations and tools applied.

Rendering this 3D scene produced a set of layers for different elements of the map, which

were brought into Photoshop for cartographic finishing.

The first of the four test maps, Map A, is closest to the design traditionally used in

volcanic hazard maps: 2D contour lines for terrain, with uniform coloration of the hazard

area and lahar travel times indicated with point markers in 15-min intervals (Fig. 3, top

left). A 15-min interval was chosen for this map instead of the 30-min interval used in

Scott et al. (1997) in order to ensure that there were enough markers to successfully

interpret the lahar information. Map B uses a 3D perspective for terrain and isochrones for

lahar travel times. In keeping with the purpose of testing the more continuous isochrone

representation against the discrete point marker representation, a 5-min interval was used

for the isochrones (Fig. 3, top right). Map C uses a 3D map with point markers (Fig. 3,

bottom left), and Map D uses a 2D map with isochrones (Fig. 3, bottom right).

3.2 User survey

Surveys were conducted at six locations in Mount Hood Village (Fig. 2). The survey was

split into four sections. The purpose of section one was to determine participants’ initial

knowledge about the geographical area, whether they were residents or visitors of the

Mount Hood area, and to measure their skill in map use and familiarity with volcanic

hazards. Section two was a between-groups questionnaire that included an interpretation of

one of the maps in detail. Participants were asked to compare elevations and slopes, locate

themselves, estimate lahar travel times to four points, and plot evacuation routes from

where they believed they were located while answering the questionnaire. Section three,

also between-groups, was a post-treatment questionnaire designed to collect subjects’

impressions once they were no longer viewing the map. Participants were asked to estimate

the speed of the lahar from memory in this section. In section four, featuring a short within-
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groups questionnaire, participants were shown small versions of all four maps and asked to

indicate which they liked best and worst for understanding terrain, estimating lahar travel

times, and judging escape routes. Section four also contained questions on the gender, age,

and education of participants, as well as requests for general comments or questions.

Survey participants were randomly chosen from among visitors to the survey locations

simply by approaching passersby and asking whether they had time to take a 15- to 20-min

survey. This skewed results toward individuals or groups with an abundance of free time;

hikers, campers, and retired residents made up a significant portion of the participant pool.

Even so, the distribution of visitors versus residents was nearly even. Surveys were con-

ducted on Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays, with most of the effort concen-

trated on the weekends, to minimize the bias created by participant’s time constraints.

4 Results

4.1 Survey population

Of the 80 participants in the final survey, 48 were male, 32 were female; 42 were residents of

the mapped area and 38 were visitors. Over two-thirds of the population had completed some

level of college education, and more than half were over the age of 50 (Table 1). No significant

differences or correlations were found between demographic groups for the various user study

tasks. Forty-two participants were solitary, and 38 participants took the survey simultaneously

with one or more other participants. In the group surveys, there were three instances of

participants thinking aloud about their answers within hearing of the other participant.

4.2 Preference for 2D versus 3D maps, and point markers versus isochrone
lahar representation

At the end of the survey, users were shown all four maps and asked to choose which design

they liked best and worst for three tasks: reading terrain, judging lahar travel time, and

choosing evacuation routes (n = 76). Surveys with blank responses or multiple votes were

dropped from this analysis. Table 2 shows the results. For each task, the map that each user

selected as ‘‘best’’ was assigned a value of 1, the map selected as ‘‘worst’’ was assigned a

value of -1, and the two other maps were assigned a value of 0. All six pairs of maps were

compared to determine whether there were significant differences between maps. The

Mann–Whitney test was used for this analysis because it is a nonparametric method for

between-groups experiments and was therefore the most appropriate for our non-normally

distributed results. Net scores show that users preferred 3D maps for terrain interpretation

Table 1 Age and education
characteristics of the survey
population

Age range Number Highest education Number

18–20 2 (2.5 %) Some school 1 (1.3 %)

21–30 13 (16.3 %) High school/GED 7 (8.8 %)

31–40 7 (8.8 %) Some college 18 (22.5 %)

41–50 15 (18.8 %) College certificate 15 (18.8 %)

51–60 12 (15.0 %) Undergraduate degree 18 (22.5 %)

61 and older 30 (37.5 %) Graduate degree 21 (26.3 %)
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and evaluation of escape routes, while they preferred isochrones for judging lahar travel

time. The 2D marker map was liked least for all tasks, and the 3D isochrone map was liked

best for all tasks (Fig. 4).

4.3 Terrain interpretation on 3D versus 2D maps

Participants answered two elevation comparison questions and two slope comparison

questions. Participants were asked to examine pairs of points and determine which was

higher or which had the steeper slope. Answers to the questions were combined into a

percentage score. There were 39 valid answers (without blanks or multiple responses) to

this portion of the survey from 2D map users and 40 valid answers from 3D map users.

Scores were not normally distributed, so a Mann–Whitney U test (two-tailed) was used to

test for significance. The test showed that the 3D map users scored higher with a two-tailed

p value of 0.03.

4.4 Self-location on 2D versus 3D maps

Subjects were asked to mark their estimate of their current position on the map. These

markings were digitized (39 for 2D maps, 40 for 3D maps), and the distances between true

locations and guessed locations were measured along straight lines. These distances were

not normally distributed and so were analyzed with the Mann–Whitney U test. No sig-

nificant difference was found between map types (two-tailed p values of 0.57 for all

participants, 0.83 for residents, and 0.45 for visitors).

4.5 Lahar travel time estimation on marker versus isochrone maps

Subjects estimated lahar travel time to three pre-chosen locations, as well as the location

they marked in the self-location test, for a total of four estimates. When users gave an

interval estimate, only the upper bound of the interval was used. Estimates that were not

inclusively between the values of the two nearest travel time indicators were counted as

misinterpretations. The numbers of misinterpretations between isochrone and point marker

maps were compared using the Mann–Whitney test. No difference was observed between

maps (two-tailed p value of 0.70).

Another measure of the influence of isochrones versus point markers was subjects’

perception of lahar speed. This was measured with a Likert-scale question asking users to

make a qualitative estimate of the speed of the flows by comparing it to the speed of

walking, running, driving on a city street, driving on a highway, or flying an airliner. The

Mann–Whitney test was used to search for differences between the two grouped marker

maps and the two grouped isochrone maps. The two-tailed p value for this test was 0.91,

Table 2 User preference vote totals for all four maps

Map type Terrain: best Terrain: worst Time: best Time: worst Routes: best Routes: worst

2D markers 3 47 4 51 4 44

3D isochrones 42 2 38 3 41 4

3D markers 31 1 13 15 18 9

2D isochrones 0 26 21 7 13 19

Bold text indicates the best result for each column
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indicating no differences. User responses were split between city street or highway speed.

City street speed (35–50 km/h or 25–30 mi/h) was the correct choice, and most errors were

overestimates (Table 3).

4.6 Choice of evacuation routes

For the sake of the exercise, it was assumed that users would be aware of the lahar at the

moment of onset. This is unlikely in a real lahar event, as the mountain is not visible from

many of the survey locations, and warnings may take as much as 20 min to reach en-

dangered populations (John Ewert, Willie Scott, Thomas Pierson, Cascades Volcano Ob-

servatory, personal communication with authors, January 23, 2014). The conditions

affecting ease of travel along chosen evacuation routes during the evacuation scenario are

not known, so the analysis needed to avoid assumptions about these conditions. Another

important consideration was that participants would occasionally choose routes passing

through multiple lahar channels and be moving away from or toward the lahar front along

different parts of the route. The method chosen was to evaluate, at every point along their

route, the minimum speed required for them to get to that point before the lahar. We refer

to this minimum survivable speed as the critical speed. This method makes no assumptions

Fig. 4 Positive and negative votes by map for three tasks. Map types are sorted by net votes (positive–
negative). Green boxes group map types that were not significantly different (p C 0.05), which should be
considered similar results

Table 3 Totals for categorical
estimated lahar speeds from users
of isochrone and marker maps

Speed Marker maps Isochrone maps

Walking 1 1

Running 2 3

City street 16 14

Highway 14 16

Airliner 5 4
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about ease of travel along the route; rather, it simply states how fast a person must travel

along the route in order to stay ahead of the lahar. The lower the critical speed is, the

greater the margin of safety and the more resilient that route is to adverse traffic, visibility,

weather, or terrain conditions.

The critical speed for each vertex in a digitized route is the cumulative distance traveled

en route to the vertex, divided by the lahar travel time at the vertex. The vertex with the

highest critical speed along the route represents the point at which the evacuee is most

likely to be overtaken by the lahar. The critical speed at that vertex is used as the critical

speed for the entire route. If, in an emergency, an evacuee could travel at an average speed

greater than the route’s critical speed, then their chosen route would be successful.

Critical speeds for the two 2D maps were grouped and compared to those for the two

grouped 3D maps using the Mann–Whitney test. No significant differences between maps

were found for evacuation routes by car. The highest critical speed for a vehicle out of all

the maps was an outlier at 57.6 km/h on a very inefficient route, which still would have

been barely successful in good conditions. The distribution of critical speeds for the on-

foot routes is shown in Fig. 5. Three-dimensional maps were shown to have lower on-foot

critical speeds with a two-tailed p value of 0.026. A similar comparison for on-foot routes

between marker and isochrone maps gives a p value of 0.982, suggesting that the use of

isochrones or markers made no difference in the choice of evacuation routes. Critical

speeds were compared between all pairs of maps, but only the 3D isochrone map and the

2D isochrone map showed a significant difference (two-tailed p value of 0.031).

5 Discussion

5.1 H1: Do users prefer 3D maps and isochrones?

We find strong evidence that study participants prefer 3D maps and isochrones over 2D

maps and point markers.

Fig. 5 Box plot of on-foot
critical speeds for grouped 2D
maps and grouped 3D maps,
compared to the slowest and
fastest on-foot evacuation speeds
used in Wood and Schmidtlein
(2013). Red dots indicate
medians, red boxes represent the
range between upper and lower
quartiles, whiskers show the
cutoff for outliers at 1.5 9 inter-
quartile range, and black bars
show outliers
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The user preference charts show that 3D maps are overwhelmingly preferred for the

purposes of terrain interpretation and to a lesser extent for evacuation route selection. User

preference was stronger for isochrones than for point markers, though this result is much

more ambiguous than that for 3D maps. The differences in user preference measured in this

study are much greater than in Schobesberger and Patterson (2008) and Petrovič and

Mašera (2005). This is likely due to the greater differences between the 2D and 3D maps in

this study than in the Schobesberger and Patterson study. Factors contributing to the

difference in user preference results from Petrovič and Mašera (2005) may include the use

of progressive projection in our study maps, as well as the general audience in our study,

whereas Petrovič and Mašera (2005) surveyed experts in geospatial science.

5.2 H2: Do users more accurately read terrain on 3D maps?

We find evidence that study participants are better able to read terrain on 3D maps than on

2D maps.

Terrain interpretation results suggest that participants are able to read terrain on 3D

maps more clearly than on topographic maps. Prior topographic map proficiency did not

appear to affect results, although the sample size of the most inexperienced group was very

small (8 for 2D maps and 11 for 3D maps). Also of note is that experienced map readers

determined relative heights by counting and tracing the contour lines, which lengthened

this part of the survey by several minutes, compared to those who were less meticulous

with 2D maps or who used the 3D maps. This implies that hazard maps featuring 3D terrain

are more intuitive to users than those using contour maps. With the 3D maps in this study,

users more successfully read the most important information in the map: how the hazard

interacts with the terrain and how to most quickly escape from it.

5.3 H3: Do users more accurately locate themselves on 3D maps?

We find no evidence that study participants are better able to locate themselves on 3D

maps than on 2D maps.

Self-location does not appear to be heavily influenced by any of the variations in map

design; most study participants seem to have relied on road networks and place labels to

locate themselves. This agrees with Haynes et al. (2007), where significant improvements

were found in the ability to locate places on oblique aerial photos over contour maps, while

there were no significant improvements in the ability to locate places on 3D maps without

orthoimagery over contour maps.

Orthoimagery was incorporated into the 3D maps for Mount Hood to combine the

advantages of aerial and 3D terrain, including the freedom to select customized viewpoints

and the presence of recognizable landmarks (Haynes et al. 2007). However, the scale of the

map meant that the orthoimagery did not have the detail of the aerial photos in the study of

Haynes et al. (2007), and the orthoimagery was muted to reduce visual clutter and contrast

that would have competed with road networks and hazard information. It is also worth

mentioning that the map by Haynes et al. did not include any labels, specifically to avoid

users finding their location by place names. While the pilot survey was unlabeled for this

exact reason, it made for a frustrating or even embarrassing experience for some par-

ticipants and would have lowered the data quality of subsequent answers that depended on

the user-chosen locations. Place labels were thus included in the final version of the survey.
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5.4 H4: Do users more accurately interpret lahar travel time and speed
with isochrones?

We find no evidence that the use of point markers versus isochrones had any effect on the

potential to misinterpret travel time information or on impressions of lahar speed.

The speed and extent of lahars seemed to be communicated successfully with both time

representation methods; estimates of speed were a bit higher than that of actual lahars, but

this is preferable to underestimates. Most user errors were within the uncertainty of the

model used to derive the lahar arrival times (Thomas Pierson, Cascades Volcano Obser-

vatory, e-mail to authors, August 26, 2013).

Out of the 43 study participants who reported in their comments that their opinions of

volcanic hazards had changed after reading the map, 16 (37 %) said their opinion changed

because they had not previously realized how fast mudflows are or had not considered

mudflows as volcanic hazards. Thirteen (30 %) said that they had not previously given

thought to how to escape in a volcanic emergency or had not appreciated the difficulty of

escaping in rough terrain or heavy traffic (probably due to the lack of major roads that

leave the lahar channel). Three (7 %) said that they had not considered the possibility of

Mount Hood erupting or had not thought of it as an active volcano. Of the 31 people who

said they did not have a change of opinion, 15 (48 %) said that they had already researched

the hazard for themselves, and six (19 %) stated that they had not been exposed to this

information before and had not formed an opinion.

Survey participants reported changes of opinion in light of lahar speeds, escape routes,

and the volcanic nature of Mount Hood even when the map or survey contained no

description of the nature of mudflows and only mentioned them in the title. Thus, the

significance of the mudflow hazard was successfully conveyed to the target audience in the

absence of any geological information concerning lahars. This is compelling support for

the inclusion of lahar travel times in hazard maps for other volcanoes prone to lahars.

A common misinterpretation of both time indicator types resulted from a lack of units

for the times on the map; many users did not read the legend and initially believed that the

times represented minutes and seconds instead of hours and minutes. This misinterpreta-

tion was corrected during the survey in order to ensure validity of answers to following

questions. A small minority of participants, citing the speed of the 1980 Mount St. Helens

blast, believed that the modeled times were too long and said that they would seem more

accurate if they were minutes and seconds. One was adamant that the hazards would reach

every point on the map in a matter of seconds.

5.5 H5: Do users choose more successful evacuation routes with 3D
or isochrone maps?

We find evidence that study participants choose on-foot routes with a greater margin of

safety when using 3D maps. We find no evidence that participants’ choice of evacuation

routes by car are significantly affected by any of the map designs. We find no evidence that

the use of isochrones or point markers affected users’ choice of escape routes.

Vehicular routes were likely not significantly different due to the limited number of

choices available for evacuees; the vast majority of users recognized that the ideal route

was to take Highway 26 to the west or to the south in the case of subjects who mistook

Government Camp for their location. This offered the best chance of escape combined with

an assurance that they would not be stranded after the lahar event. The result for the
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grouped 2D versus 3D maps was more significant than any of the results for individual

pairs of maps, raising the possibility that the lack of significance among most of the pairs is

due to small sample size. It is unclear why the 2D isochrone map performed poorly in

comparison with the 3D isochrone map while the 2D marker map did not. A possible

explanation may be that the 2D isochrone map contained two sets of isolines for study

participants to interpret (terrain and lahar travel time), adding to the confusion.

6 Conclusion

We reaffirm the findings of past studies supporting the effectiveness of 3D maps over 2D

maps for the purpose of terrain interpretation. Three-dimensional perspective does not

appear to strongly influence map readers’ ability to locate themselves on a map, pre-

sumably because they are accustomed to navigating by place names and road networks

rather than by terrain. We also find that the use of 3D perspective improves the selection of

evacuation routes. The ability of 3D maps to effectively convey the relationship between

hazards and terrain suggests that 3D perspective views may offer similar advantages over

2D topographic maps for other kinds of terrain-controlled hazards such as tsunami, floods,

or landslides.

The method used to portray lahar travel times does not appear to have any influence on

map readers’ ability to interpret lahar travel times or speeds nor does it affect their choice

of escape routes. While the two methods do not produce significantly different results, the

focus on the temporal nature of lahar hazards successfully communicated their speed in the

absence of any description of the hazard.

The lahar travel times reported on these maps do not take into account the amount of

time it would take for warnings to reach people in the affected areas; while some survey

participants observed that this was the case, a hazard map intended for practical use must

incorporate some warning about the delay between onset and awareness of the hazard.

There should also be an indication of the uncertainty in predicted lahar travel times due

to variables such as source areas, volume, speed, channel geometry, and material entrained.

The reporting of ranges rather than discrete values has been shown to increase the per-

ceived credibility with which audiences view forecasts and model predictions (Dieckmann

et al. 2010). Recent work by Thompson et al. (2015) suggests that an isarithmic repre-

sentation of lahar travel times may be an effective way to convey the probabilistic nature of

the lahar travel time estimates.

Many participants commented on how, after interpreting the lahar travel times, they had

an appreciation for the speed of volcanic hazards that they had not had before, and most of

the skepticism was associated with a belief that the modeled lahars were too slow. This

suggests that lahar travel times should be included in hazard maps for other volcanoes

where lahars are the principal hazard. It will also likely be beneficial to conduct similar

surveys in areas that have not been the sites of volcanic hazard outreach campaigns.

There were 80 participants in our survey, which is comparable with similar in-person

surveys; Haynes et al. (2007) had 32 participants, while Schobesberger and Patterson

(2008) analyzed results from 185 participants. An online format for future surveys could

increase the number of participants. An online survey was not possible in this study due to

the self-location questions, but with the results from this study and Haynes et al. (2007), it

appears that 3D maps have no effect on self-location, and this may not be a critical element

in future studies. Therefore, an electronic survey targeting a larger participant pool and
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with a longer set of questions focusing on evacuation routes and terrain interpretation may

help to quantify the influence of education and past experience with maps, which was

difficult in this study with limited participants.

The process to create the 3D maps for this study is currently time-consuming and costly.

Widespread adoption of these maps will require the process to be further automated, which

would enable scientists or officials with limited experience in 3D cartography to generate

these maps. Almost every part of the process to make these maps on proprietary software is

also possible in existing open-source software; porting the process to open platforms could

further reduce the cost of producing these maps.

There are many hazards besides lahars that are not entirely understood by non-volca-

nologists, and while these hazards are usually preceded by warnings, this is not always the

case. Even pyroclastic flows can on rare occasions be generated in conditions indistin-

guishable from ‘‘background’’ activity, as the recent eruption of Mount Ontake in Japan

has demonstrated (Chappell 2014). While volcano monitoring techniques have improved

dramatically over the last decades, volcanic crisis management has too many variables to

guarantee successful evacuations. Even the most successful cases are sometimes attributed

to chance, as circumstances beyond the control of volcanologists can nullify the benefit of

even the most accurate forecasts (Newhall and Punongbayan 1996). Thus, there is con-

tinued need for effective communication of hazards so that people can minimize their own

vulnerability. In the course of this user study, we have found that 3D hazard maps with a

focus on hazard impact or travel time can serve this function well. We recommend that

future research in the cartography of natural hazards continues to explore the effectiveness

of different 3D map designs, building on the lessons learned from the strengths and

weaknesses of past attempts. We also recommend that cartographers and GIS specialists

research more efficient and streamlined procedures for creating these maps.
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